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PASSAGES FOR IHS1ETI01 IS 8BGHETAKY OF STATE'S SPEECH

2* International character and history of the Canal*

The international character ©f the Canal was the constant

preoccupation of those who planned and built it. For more

than 20 years after work had begun, de Lesseps worked to have

this principle recognized. Finally the Constantinople

G®nventio0 of 1888 permanently guaranteed the international

character of the Canal and the freedom of navigation through it.

These principles have "been reaffirmed in successive international

treaties and in conventions "between the Sues: Canal Company and

the Egyptian Governsent ever since. The last was in May of this

year.

The Canal is international in fact as well as in theory.

It was built in order to serve Many nations. It Tsas built with

the money of many nations. For instance, more than half the

lj.00,000 original shares of 1858 were subscribed in France.

An additional international loan of ij-OO million francs was raised

in 1867.
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B. Page 2. has he done it?

Masse*'s speech of July 26 was a tirade of abuse of the

West ancl of this country in particular, filled with references

to warmongers, intriguers, blood-suckers, exploiters and the like.

le did not even seek to conceal the fact that his action against

the Suez Canal Company was taken in a spirit of revenge. He

described the Canal as "an edifice of oppression... built with

the skulls, bones and blood of forced Egyptian labour". He was

referring to the corvee, an institution firmly established in

Egypt at the time when the Canal was built, and it was one of

our earliest acts ira Igypt to abolish it. We have no need to

apologise for our record in Egypt. The 70 years of exploitation

and bloodsucking that Masser denounced left Egypt free from

external debt and £ij.OO million in credit as far as this country

was concerned. But since he seized power he has been draining

Egypt's economy to further his grandiose schemes and to buy

expensive armaments.

I do not suppose that even Nasser really believes that out

of the Canal revenues •• £35 Million a year was the figure he

named - he would be able to run the Canal, carry out the

improvements which will be necessary, finance his &kOO million

plans for a High Bam, and pay the compensation be glibly talks

about. Who can place any faith in N asser's promises about

compensation when he hasn't even compensated the dismissed British

teachers in Egypt as he promised two years ago? In fact he was

playing on the emotions of his audience, as fascist orators are

obliged to do. But his rash act has struck another heavy blow

at the credit-worthiness of his country, which so badly needs

foreign investment. Unless Egypt's credit can be restored,

Nasser's seizure of the Canal is more likely to bring hardship

than benefit to the Egyptian people. For Egypt's own resources,

with or without the Canal, will not suffice to keep her people

fed and clothed.
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C. Page 2. What are bis intentions?

What (Joes Nasser intend to do next, if he gets away with

this grab? It is impossible to predict exactly what an

irresponsible dictator will do, ©r when. But the general pattern

is clear. He will move eastwards to secure control of the oilrf

Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and the Persian Gulf, where other Arab

Governments are collaborating with Western enterprise to produce

great new wealth. And he will move southwards to undo the newly

won independence of the Sudan and bring under his control the

waters of the Hile.
All this is, of course, no more in the real interest of the

*i
people ©f Igypt than Itssolinis dreams of/grandiseraent were in

the real interest of the people of Italy. With the people of

Sgypt, and with their need for help in improving their standard

of living, we have every sympathy. The interests of Egypt and

of this country are complementary. That is why even after

lasser came to power, we have done everything we can to promote

better relations etc..
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D« if he succeeds.

What iiill be the consequences if lasser succeeds? for

all the Arab States to the east, who meed the Ganal to ship their

oil westwards and to iaport the materials for their development,

Hasser's arbitrary control will mean increasing economic and

political pressure on their means of livelihood, so that their

development will be slowed down and they are gradually "brought

under his political domination. For India, Australia and the

other countries to the east, it also means an un«just and

arbitrary levy on their trade and their development. ffor Europe

it means that the oil we nee<3, not only for our economy but for

our defence, and a vital element in MAfO defence planning itself,

would be at the mercy of one irresponsible man. The pattern

of all this is clear to see. . .
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E. Page k* . SgyBjtl'.s. attitude.

I believe that such, a fair solution is acceptable to the

vast majority of Egyptians. They tao^ that the help of other

nations is necessary to help them fulfil their hopes of a better

life. International finance was necessary to build the Ganal

in the first place. It will be necessary again in order to

enlarge it. It isill also be necessary to help dam the waters

of the Hile. Most Egyptians have no raish to quarrel with the

rest of the isorld. If lasser should refuse a reasonable offer

that would clearly indicate his intention..
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Speech by President Mas ser at Alexandria on July .26,.
• Ofo^ text apart from abbreviation of repetitive passages.)

President Nasser said:

"Today, we celebrate the threshold of the fifth anniversary of the
Revolution, after having spent four years striving, struggling and
fighting to rid ourselves of the effects of the hated past as weU as of
the effects of imperialism under "which vre laboured for long centuries and
of foreign and internal exploitation,

"We receive the fifth anniversary stronger and -with f inner faith than
ever before. We worked hand in hand, launched a Revolution, struggled and
fought and achieved victory,

"Today in looking forward to the future four years after the. Revolution
started, vre rely on God, on our own unflinching determination and strength
for the realisation of the objectives for which our fathers struggled. We
look forward to the future and feel that we shall, with God1 s help, score
successive, victories for the sake of confirming our strength and setting up
a state enooying raal political and economic independence - and not a forged
independence.

"In looking forward to the future, we feel that our battles have not
yet come to an end. It is not easy at all to construct in the midst of
international ambitions, exploitation and conspiracies.

"There are before us long battles which we have to ?/age in order to
1 live free, strong and dignified. Today we have seized the suitable
opportunity and laid the foundation of strength, liberty and dignity.

Battlas.

the sake of the freedom of man and for the sake of the well-being
of man, we must find the opportunity to spread these principles* We resist
imperialismand its supporters, There are before us long days of struggle
for the sske of the dignity of our Fatherland, These battles will nolT end
and we must be on the alert and beware the t ricks- of imperialists and their
supporters,

"Imperialism attempted by all means to weaken our nationalism, to
enfeeble our Arabism and cause dissension in our ranks. With this object
in view, imperialism has created Israel to be a tool in. its hand. In the
last two days, two of Egypt's most loyal sons died as martyrs. They
showed great self-denial and struggled for the realisation of the highest
principles and ideals for your sake and for the sake of the Arabs, Both
martyrs had great faith in their Egyptian nationality and Arabism, They
offered their souls as a sacrifice for these principles,

"Two of the dearest sons of the Fatherland died as martyrs. They are
Mustafa Hafez, who took upon himself to raise the Palestinian Army, Was
imperialism unaware of him? And did Israel keep silence towards him?
Ho, he was killed in the most treacherous and most abominable means,

"All Egyptians embrace the same principles. As for your brother
Salah Mustafa, he took part with, me in the Revolution of July 23, for the
sake of Egypt, and the freedom and prestige of her people. He continued
to struggle in silence, and none of you knew who he was. On July 23,
1952, Mustafa straggled for the sake of Egypt, and devoted his life for
the sake of the Motherland. It was his will that his life should be
devoted for the sake of the Arab Motherland.

'Treacherous.*
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"Salah Mustafa was "first assassinated lay the basest and most
treacherous of means which they used to adopt in 1948. In effect the gangs
which were converted into a State in 1948 are now being converted back to
gangs, and it is a good omen that they should go back to what they were in
1948, This means that Victory Day is becoming near,

"They are mistaken if they think that they will not find in Egypt more
people of the calibre of Mustafa. They are also mistaken if they think •
that they can spread panic afflaag the Arab natoon. All of us are working
for sublime principles, for the protection of our nationalism and our
Arabism, and all of us will struggle for this end*

"This fight in whichw© are now engaged is against imperialism and its
supporters, and against imperialistic methods. It is a fight against
Israel, the tool of imperialism which was created in the heart of the Arab
world to obliterate our nationalism the same as Palestine had been
obliterated. But we will all defend our freedom and Arabism and will
struggle to See the Arab Motherland extend from the Atlantic Ocean to the
Persian Gulf.

"Arab Nationalism is advancing and will emerge victorious, Arab
nationalism knows its way, and is aware who are friends and who are enemies.

"At this moment, I address myself to our brothers in dear Syria - our
sister country - the brothers who have decided to unite with us on a free
and. strong basis so that both countries may work together for^the strengthening
of î e principles of prestige and the foundations of Arab nationalism and
unity,

"We welcome you, brothers in Syria, and we will go forward together as
one united country to lay the foundation of genuine prestige, and true
political and economic independence.

"Since Egypt announced her free and independent policy, the world began
to regard her as a power to be reckoned with* In the past, they took no
notice of us, but today they regard us and they regard the Arabs ^ and Arab
nationalism as a power which must be taken into account and consideration a
thousand times,

"In the past we used to loiter at their offices, at the offices of the
High Commissioner and the British Ambassador, After the declaration of our
principles, and after our unity and the format ion of a national front, and
after combating imperialism tyranny, domination and exploitation,, they
realised that we were a power which had her own position. Egypt's position
in the international field became important, and the same applied to the
Arab nation. It was on the basis of this new position that the Brioni
Conference was held, and I left for Yugoslavia to meet President Tito and
Indian Prime Minister Nehru, both of whom had announced the free and
independent polisjy of non-alignment,

"In Yugoslavia, I felt the friendship of the Yugoslav people to the
Egyptian people, and I felt the Yugoslav people held the Egyptian people in
high esteem.

A,t Brionj.

"At Brioni, we exchanged opinion on world problems, and the conference
ended with a great victory for Egypt's policy of non-alignment,

"It was announced to the world that the Brioni conference had
decided to follow the ten principles of the Bandung Conference. The

/statement
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We combined violence with leniency and negotiation. Our main objective was
to realise political independence and economic independence, and to leave
no fleg flying ovor Egypt except the Egyptian Flag. We have worked for
these objectives siroe the first day of the Egyptian Revolution,

"51 h« imperialists had to quit this country after they had realised
that nobody In Egypt was walling to co-operate with them. They surrendered
and evacuated this country whioh they entered in 1882, before which they
were defeated at Kafr el Dawar by Oraby and could not continue their
invasion

"They were defeated by Oraby, but they managed to enter this country
through the Suez Canal zone with the aid of traitors. We defeated them
in 1882 and in 1807 when Frazer was defeated by the people of Rashid, We
defeated. Britain twice, but the British managed to occupy this country by
acts of treachery and deceit,

"The Revolution succeeded in flying the Egyptian Flag alone in
Egyptian skies, and in realising one of Egypt's major objectives. let we
never neglected to work for the realisation of our economic independence,
because we btslieve that economic independence will complete our political
independence,,

!'We worked to increase our production and ve succeeded because we
on ourselves, on our will and on our strength. We managed to

/increase our national economy from 1952 to 1954 by 16 per cent. Our
I national economy made e. further increase from 1954 to 195&. We worked

for realising our economic independence at the same time,

"On Evacuation Day, when we felt that we had realised our political
independence, we told the whole world to forget the past including those
who killed our fathers -and grandfathers. We announced that Egypt would
be peaceful towards those who are peaceful towards her. We said that
Egypt's; foreign policy \ras drawn up in Cairo and not in London^ Washington
or Moscow, We said that we would -willingly co-operate with all, but not
at the expense of our national prestige or at the expense of our
independence.

"What I said on June 19 was a repetition of what -I had announced since
the very beginning of the Revolution, when both the United Kingdom and the
United States contacted us with the object of concluding pacts and
agreements, I declared to them that we could not accede to any pact
except that of the Arab countries. I explained to them that if Egypt
concluded a pact with Britain, would she be in a position to impose her
will on the United Kingdom?

"I told them that an agreement between a great power and a small
countay would only imply that the latter would only be a follower of the
former, I told them that we would object to becoming followers.

"General Robertson askod us to conclude a 25-year alliance. We
refused and said that we could conclude no alliance, and repeated to him
what we said in 1952,

"We discussed with them t.ie question of supplying the Egyptian Army
with arms and expressed our rejtdiness to pay for these arms, but they

/refused
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refused unless we agreed to sign a collective security pact, which would
have meant that an American Military Mission should come, and that General
Hakim Amer should hare no authority over it. We told them that we had
enough experience in that respect and that the British Military Mission had
destroyed the morale of the Egyptian Army.

"Our object was to maintain the independent personality of the Army,
and therefore refused to sign the Collective Security Pact,

>->. "Towards the end of 1952 they said that they were willing to supply the
/ \Egyptian Azmy with aims, but our military mission returned without realising
( ~) Jany result. They refused to give us anything at all, with or without money,
\ / /unless we sien /-the agreement witgT the seal of our digoity, the seal of our
\~s/ slavery, a seal iby which we gxve up our country and our- sons--to them, to

direct them as they wish and to do in Egypt what they wish.

"There is nothing new in what we declare loudly today, for we said the
same thing on the first day of the Revolution. After that our struggle in
the Canal Zone began. It is a struggle the story of which has not yet been
fully told. In the struggle, the commandoes made the 80,000 British
soldiers unable to defend themselves. Those unknown soldiers who sprang
from an»ng you and sacrificed their lives made the 80,000 British soldiers
unable to defend themselves, and this was the real, reason for the evacuation.
They evacuated Egypt after realising that the people of Egypt had made up
their minds that there would be no command in Egypt except their own command.
This was the real reason - it was not negotiations, and it was not talks
that led to the result.

"It was a long and bitter fight, but it has not ended yet, for there
are various forms of imperialism. Today imperialism is embodied in the
supporters of imperialism - the traitors.

Ipmerlaliam

"Imperialism takes different colours and we have to combat 3b.
Imperialism takes the form of alliances and agreements. Imperialism began
work to lay its hands on the Arab countries, but we resisted^it, and at the
same time Arab consciousness and Arab national!em was awakening, and
therefore imperialism was unable to achieve its ends. Thus Arab nationalism
emerged victorious and imperialism was badly defeated. It was defeated in
Jordan when Templer tried to force the people of Jordan (irtiwh. is composed
of a million or a million and a half) to submit. But General Templer ran
away from Jordan. Arab nationalism believes in its right to live and win
and imperialism failed to achieve any of its aims. The Baghdad Pact failed
to achieve anything and has been checked and frozen thanks to Arab public
opinion and Arab patriotism.

"We faced battles inside and outside* The imperialists helped Prance
in Tunisia, Morocco arid Algeria. NATO forces were moved to fight in
Algeria, And America, the leader of the free world, supports Prance an the
killing of the people of Algeria. Britain also supports, so do the states
which made the Charter of U.N. and self-determination. They have forgotten
all this or try to forget it and have started to fight Arab nationalism in
Algeria.

"All those forces are fighting ten million Algerians 'but Arab
nationalism in Algeria has been able to defeat the allies of Prance, and
the filters of Algeria with their simple and limited weapons have
succeeded in standing in the face of forces armed with tanks and all types
of weapons. Arms prepared for use against Russia could not stand in tbs

race
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face of Algerian, Ihia shore the kindling of Arab patriotism and its
feeling, of its existence and right to live*

=
e

orders from the imperialists,
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"What happened in Palestine was eon operation for the annihilation of a
whole race, -with the purpose of destroying Arab nationalism. The Zionists
used to announoe that their Holy Land extended from the Kile to the
Euphrates. They talked in their Parliament about the liberation war. It
was an operation for the annihilation of the Arabs and their race. We
needed arms to defend ourselves 'so that we may n<5t become refugees. Vfe
obtained arms, and we signed the necessary contracts. I want to declare
that we obtained those arms unconditionally. We paid the price, and the
aims became our property,

" America sent Mr, Allen with, a letter from, the U.S. Government. It was
expected that he would call on me. News reports aaid that he brought with
him a threat to Egypt, An official American visited me and said he was
sorry about the situation whioh Egyptian-American relations had .reached and
advised me to accept the letter with cool nerves, I said how will I accept
the letter so long as it injures Egyptian pride. He said the letter vail
have no practical effects. * It is only a letter* I said I am not a
professional prime minister but have become a prime minister as a_ result of a
revolution, If your representative comes and talks I will put him out of
my office* This is an officiJL statement and I will announce to the' people
that you wanted to injure its pride and dignity. We will aH fight to the
last drop of our blood and I personally will fight to the last drop of my
blood because those are the principles for which I have risen.

"If he threatens to stop aid I will announce its stoppage. We did riot
receive lessons in diplomacy. We staged a revolution and we will protect
it. This happened last October.

"He called on me again and said he reported this to Mr. Allen. He is'
now perplexed. If he calls on you you will send him. away, and if/»'h'e inform!
Mr. Dulles of this, Dulles will expel him. What is the situation? I told
him that all I know is that if he comes I will put him out of my office.

"Mr. Allen called on me but did not say a word, He listened to the
Egyptian point of view and explained briefly the American viewpoint.. They
thought we were professional politicians, but Egypt was able to protect her
dignity and prestige,

"There was a noise everywhere c oncoming arms, and I saw ridiculous
things and accusations in the British, French and American newspapers. They
hurled insults against us because we removed fetters and,?/ ere able to build
up our country and our strength and decide an independent policy.

"I was talking with confidence, and with feelings of strength. Why?
Because I felt that I represented the 23 million people of Egypt, all of
?jhom -would struggle for the sake of their independence to the last drop of
their blood.

,Qonfid.ent.

"I was not talking with the strength of G-amal Abdul Nasser, but I w as
confident that all the sons of Egypt would struggle to the last drop of
their blood. There was no party strife and no differences. We were all
one united national bloc behind the aims of the Revolution.

"I was talking with courage as I knew that I vras backed by you. This
was my attitude. The people were united and strong, and prepared to struggle.
They were people who saw the flag of their country .hoisted high for the first
time, and were prepared to sacrifice their lives the same as Salah Mustafa
and Mustafa Hafez had done.

'"/"The
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"Ttie last words-iitefc Salah Mustafa said were "Thank God,. Tell than in
Egypt to be cautious." I felt that there were 2$ million Salah Mustafas
behind me,

"This was the motive which gave me the strength, and this is what made
me tell the American representative that I would send him away. The people
wanted that, and were ready to struggle to the last drop of their blood,

"Thus the story of negotiations and alliances and of anas ended, and
then began the story of the High Dam.

"In 1953, we began to draw up a plan for the speedy development of
national production, since population was increasing at the rate of half a
million a year, and the standard of living was considered to be moderate,
we had the dual task of raising the standard of living and maintaining 'ohe
national income. For raising the standard of living it was necessary to
increase income, and thus we directed attention to the Nile waters to make
use of them,

High Dam

"The High Dam project was submitted, to us in 1952, We began to study
it and then arose the difficulty of financing the project. It was found
that the scheme was sound, and would be completed after 10 years. We did
not have sufficient funds to pay the cost of the scheme which was between
800. to, 1JDOO million dollars to be paid over ten years. Ir. 1953 we
Contacted the World Bank - to which we were subscribers - and asked it to
assist us in financing the project.

"They said in the Bank that there were difficulties, and that the
project could be financed when disputes with the British and Israel were
settled. They also said that we had no parliamentary system and they
asked us to have a plebiscite on the project.

"We understood from this that wo would not obtain any assistance from
the Bank, and we decided to rely on ourselves and on industrial firms.

"We contacted German firms, which said that they were prepared to give
us £& 5 millions. . Then an arrangement was made between a German^ a French .
and an English fizm, and each said it was ready to supply five millions on
the basis of a medium-teim loan.

"The Minister of Finance- left for London and met the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, who told him that three fiims were prepared to raise their loan
to £E 45 millions, to be supplemented by us in Egyptian currency.

"The Minister of Finance then left for Washington. The Americans
said that they had decided to extend to Egypt an aid of 40,000,000 dollars;
but all that was merely in on paper. This was in December while the
decision was taken in June. We kept asking for this aid but it was
obvious that they did not want to pay it,

"The British suggested that we obtain a loan and that they give us
an aid of 16 million dollars, i.e. £B 5 million, The Americans would
give us an aid of about 56 million dollars, i.e. £E 20 million. This
is to say'that the whole aid would be 20 million Pounds from the Americans
and 5 million Pounds from the British. The World Bank said that it was ready
to advance a loan to Egypt of 200,000,000 dollars after five years, during
which Egypt should spend 300,000,000 dollars of her own funds.

"On this basis negotiations began in December 1553, with, the United
States Government,a British delegate and a representative of the World
Bank. As a result of these long talks, I received a letter from the

/World
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Vforld Bank stating its readiness to participate in financing the project by
200.000,000 dollars after five years to 'be paid in instalments. The letter
included certain conditions which Egypt should fulfil in order to obtain the
Bank's loan*

rGQnditiona

"The Bank mentioned the' following conditions:

1, - The Bank should be assured that the foreign currency
"be granted to Egypt through American and British aids should not
stop. The Bank held itself responsible 'for the British and
American aids, it said that it would give us 200 million dollars
on condition that the British and Americans agree to the grant of
this aid to us,

2, - The Bank should reach agreement with the Egyptian Government from
time to time in respect of the programme of investment. This
implies imposing the guardianship of the World Bank on Egypt.

3, - Proper Control of the -expenditures of the State,

This implied that the Egyptian Government should not involve itself in
other foreign loans, and that it should not sign payment agreements like the
Arms agreement with the Soviet Union, and that Egypt should roach agreement
with the Bank before concluding any agreement,

The Bank also demanded that the Executive authority of the project
should be under the joint control of the Egyptian Government and the World
Bank.

The Bank also stated that agreements with' the Bank would be subject
to revision whenever necessary.

Later, we received memorandum;. from the Governments of the United States
and the United Kingdom and from the World Bank, supplementary to each other,
and the whole job became very complicated; and ?re discovered that a
conspiracy to dominate our economic independence was in process.

"I strongly objected to it all saving that we would never sell ourselves
for the sake of an American aid of 70,000,000 dollars. I had talks with
the Americana and asked them whether such conditions were imposed on grants
extended to Israeli The 40 million dollars aid allotted to Egypt would not
be given to us, and now they teH us that they would give it in accordance
with the conditions of the International Bank. The International Bank
wishes to send its Director to replace me in Egypt.

"I told them that their conditions wore against our independence. ViTo
made a comparison about the attitude of the Arabs and the attitude of Israel
and about American aid given to both sides.

"The annual American grant to Israel varies from 30,000,000 to
50,000,000 dollars. The American technical aid to Israel varies from
6,000,000 to Ik., 000,000 dollars. The surplus of American foodstuffs granted
to Israel totals -7,000, 000 dollars. American capital invested in Israel
totals 214, 000, 000 dollars. The Israeli dollar loan shares sold in
America reached up-to-date 234 million dollars.

/"On
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"On Julv 12 1955 the Bank of America advanced to Israel a loan of
30 000,000 dollars. American Jews collected contributions for Israel
totalling 3, 164, 000 ,000 dollars.

"German reparations for Israel totalled 3,500,000,000 dollars paid in
annual instalments of capital goods including factories, and ships. In
spite of this, the deficit in the Israeli trade budget reached 230 million
dollars p. a. Ibis deficit is met by American aid,

"Contributions collected by American Jews in the first six months of
this year totalled 65,000,000 dollars. We knew that Israel was totally
dependent on the United States and that it could not survave without
American aid.

"We had talks with the Americans and told them that duri ̂  the first
x-/n nnn nnn dollars will be spent on the High Darn project, 01

that we might discuss details later on.

^
incited to visit Egypt.

and yet its economy was collapsing, me repox o ua.
of the soundness of national economy,

Mile Waters.

"I said * were supped to rtjrb the first £ ** > in tog ' m.n
"After long negotiations he said he could not sign a final agreement

at the^resent loment as there were legal questions outstanding.

"He said we could start from today to -c^he project, by relying
on the 70 million dollars paid by America and Britain,

"After that would America and England give us other assistant apart

f ran that sun? .

promised,
/"The .
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The snare became clear. We take #70 million and begin work. Onoe
the money is spent we will go "back and ask the Bark to pay us the $200 million.
The Bank will then put forward terms and vie mil have to accept the terms off
the Bank or the work would stop and we would lose jeJOO million. We will
accept the terms of the Bank and the Bank would send us someone to sit in
the place of the Minister of Finance, a second person to sit in the place of
the Minister of Coamerce and a. third to sit in my place.

"This was the snare so we decided not to start "building the dam except
after the signature of the Nile waters agreement with the Sudan aid. when we
find out the conditions of the World Bank. We gave orders to stop work so
as not to force ourselves into this venture and let the imperialists as a
result control us and control our economy because they have failed to
control us politically.

"We told this to the President of the World Bank and he replied that he
was ready to change the conditions but he did not guarantee that the final
agreement would be similar to the letter he sent us. I said let us draft
and sign the final agreement now, and postpone its execution until we sign
the water agreement. He refused and said "The agreement cannot be signed
until after you solve the water problem with the Sudan; you can start the
project now with your own money and the 70 million dollar loan, and after
that we will starfc negotiations for a losan'.

'A Triok1

"Naturally this was a trick to make us fall into their grips once we
have used our money to put ourselves under their control without attaining
any results. We decided not to start building the Dam before we knew how
it was going to be financed and 7/hat the water.,,agreement would be,

"We stopped work last February and the President of the Bank sent us
a valueless letter in which he said he will pay 0200 million after the
solution of the water problem. The letter had nothing which affects our
sovereignty so we accepted it. But there was also the British and
American notes and they affected our sovereignty. So in February the
British and American ambassadors were informed of our disapproval of the
notes, Our notes ?rere sent to the British and American Governments but
naturally we received no reply,

"On February 29 there was talk that Britain wanted to mediate between
us and the Sudan, Selwyn Lloyd arrived and met me at home. He offered his
help to settle the problem of Nile waters between us and the Sudan. 1 told
him that yot^e actions show that you ara making the problem more knotty by
your newspapers and radio which stir up the Sudan against the High Dam.
The B.B.C., Shark el Adana and the British press broadcast and publish
commentaries aiming at creating trouble between Egypt and the Sudan,
Tour Embassy in Khartoum collected all those commentaries and published
them in the form of a book and distributed it in the Sudan. This means
the creation of enmity between the Sudan and Egypt. How could this tally
with your offer to mediate between Egypt and the Sudan,

"It was clear that the British were trying to instill the spirit of
hate in our Sudanese brothers and put one of us against the other.

'Sentimental'

"At the same time Lord Killearn stood up and started cursing Egypt
He said why should we help Egypt so long as she advocates liberation.
We should not give her £5 minion. This Veil-known Lord also made some
other vile remarks,

/"On
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"On March 34, I met the British Ambassador at my house and I told him
that we are a sentimental people. A street word is better than a million
dollars and we So not accept a. curse as a price for / 15 million and we
refuse to accept the words of Killeam.

"We did not accept the said aid so that our reply would not be
considered as an insult,

"We are not a very rich nation but we can save £E 5 million even if we
crushed pebbles. We have accepted aid so that it would not be said that
Egypt refuses to have good relations with you but if such talk is repeated
we will reject the aid,

"The situation continued like this and the British and American
Governments did not reply to the two notes,

"Then Glubb was kicked out of Jordan and Selwyn Lloyd was pelted with
stones in Bahrain, and Egypt was blamed for this and a vile campaign in the
British press started against Egypt from March 1. It went on to the
extent that a man called Praser. said we must build a dam in Kenya to
prevent the water from reaching Egypt, This showed the cowardice of those
people.

.Oil Supplies,

"They claimed that we threatened their oil supplies but I said that we
will not interfere in the legitimate rights of anyone but will resist what is
called influence, ¥e will not be the sphere of influence of anyone. We
have no objection to your legitimate economic interests.

"In June 1956 the visit of M. Shepilov, Minister of Foreign Affairs of
Russia, was decided on and at the same time the President of the World- Bank
said he wanted-to come and we told him 'welcome1. Talks were held between
M, Shepilov who offered Russian aid to Egypt in all fields to the extent of
offering long texre loans and said that this would be unconditional and with-
out ties. We have only to ask them because they do not want raw materials.
He also said Russia does not want to put us against the Western states as
Russia is interested in seeing peace between us and the Western states. The
Russians are now working to break the intensity of world tension, and \vants
to see good relations .between Egypt and the West. I thanked him and
postponed discussion of details until I visited Moscow in August.

"The following day the President of the World Bank arrived and met me at
home. He reaffirmed the Bank1 s offer of February last and said that he is
determined to finance the project and that the British and American
Gove mmonts will keep their ^vord, I said we also will keep our word.

"This is what happened around June 20. Our Ambassador in America
called on Dulles and he told me that the Amoricons believe that we do not
want them to finance the project, I told him we want to talk and
negotiate the financing of the project.

"Ahmed Hussein returned to Washington to meet Dulles and request a
reply to the notes which we had sent. Two-days later the American
Government issued its statement. I gave my views about it two days ago.

"In the statement of America they tried to instigate Ethiopia and
Uganda, They want the states of this region to be in dispute and then
seek the help of American and domination of the region will follow.

/Sudan
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.Sudan

"I told them that we do' not want their mediation .in the case of the
Sudan because we are in agreement with our Sudanese brothers. Ismail el
Azhary wasready to reach an understanding with us and so was Mirghani Homza.
Jle talked to me and there was no disagreement or bargaining, and when
Abdullah Khalil the present Jremier came to power he showed a very gpod spirit
and as a result there is no need for American and British mediation,

"But the State Department speaks about the interests of the Sudan and
Egypt and I do not understand what America has to do with interests of the
two countries. Ee-vpt and the Sudan arc linked together from time immemorial.
Nobody would step in between North and South 'in the United •
States. It is the love of guardianship, control, domination and thesreation of disputes which dictated all this.

"The statement also said that the developments of the past seven months
not peimit the execution of the project. What are those developments?( are they economic or political?

"There is also something surprising in the State Department statement,
The Secretory of State addresses the Egyptian people and tells them that this
has nothing to do with the relations between the American and Egyptian peoples.That is, this is only against G-amal Abdul Nasser,

; "What are those developments. They create doubts about Egypt's economy.
Egyptian economy and production have become stronger and have increased.
The Annual Book of Statistics of U.N. says Egypt',s national income increased
from £E 748 million in 1952 to £E 780 million in 1953 to £E 868 million in
1954. This shows that we are working and producing and that our nationalincome increased by £B 120 million in two years.

"Income from agriculture increased from £E 382 million in 1954 to
£E 420 million in 1955, an increase of 15 Per cent. Income from industry
showed an increase in 1955 from 15 to 25 per cent. I said all this in myspeech before the Co-operative Congress.

Honour

"The developments which took place are developments of independence,
honour and dignity. We have built a dam for honour and dignity against
ambitions. We are determined to have an independent personality, a strong
army and freedom. They want to punish Egypt because she refused to stand
on the side of military blocs. Egypt called for peace and the enforcement
of the rights of man. Egypt advocated the principles which they decreed andtban

ftygqb attheU.N. -freedom, the right of self-determination, destruction of
imperialism, peaceful coexistence and refusal to side with any bloc. We *"*
are the enemies to those.who profess enmity to us and the friends of thosewho want to be our friends,

"How is it that we do not receive orders from the American Congress. *
One of its members stood up and asked that aid to us be stopped while we donot receive from them any aid,

"They want to punish us by cutting the $70 million aid over 5 years.
They punish us by delaying the raising of our standard of living. They
say in their papers that the Egyptian people know that Gamal Abdul Nasser '•
is against them and they do not know that I have refused because the
Egyptian people do not accept their demands.

/f'¥e
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"¥o decided'to'postpone tho High Darn project and t hoy spoko'and
demanded when Mr. Black arrived in Cairo that wo start execution. . Ho said
that his bank is an International Bank and not an American Bank and he has
nothing to do with America and that ho only says what he believes in.

"I told him that tho Board of Directors represent countries and in this
way it is based on a political basis*

"While talking to Mr. Black my memory went back to Ferdinand do Loss ops
and what wo used to road about 1854 when ho arrived in Egypt and went and told
tho Khedive.

"Wo want to dig tho Suez Canal which will benefit you.
project which will restore to Egypt much.

It is a mighty

"During my talks with Mr. Black, I used to feel tho complexes of tho past,
His talks recalled to my memory the story of do Lesseps. I told him we would
not like to have another Cromer in Egypt. I asked him to take that into
consideration when ho talked to me, because we suffered from certain complexes
because of do Losseps and Cromer.

"De Losseps arrived in Egypt on November 7> 1854* He wont to Alexandria
and began to work on December $0, 1854» after having contacted Khedive iloharned
Said who authorised him to dig the Canal. The Khedive said in the Licence
that 'Our Friend de Lesseps has drawn our attention to the profits which, Egypt
would gain as a result of digging the Canal between the two seas, and has
informed us of the formation of a company of capitalists for this purpose.
¥e authorised him to dig the Canal1.

Profits

"That was in 1854, a hundred years ago, when a company was established.
Egypt owned 44 per cent of the shares of the company, and undertook several
obligations towards the company including supply of manpower by corvee-
120/000 Egyptian workmen died while digging the Canal. In other words we dug
the Canal with our skulls, bones and blood, and had to pay reparations to
do Lesseps.

"Egypt was supposed to obtain 15 per cent of the profits in addition to
the 44 per cent of the shares. But we gave up our right; and the Canal which
was dug for the Khedive did not belong to Egypt. On the contrary Egypt belonged
to the Canal. Article 16 of the 1866 Agreement stipulated that the Company
was subject to the law of the land. Up to now it has not been. The company
considered itself a state inside the state.

"Disputes wore supposed to be dealt with by Egyptian courts of justice
according to Egyptian laws. As a result of de Lessops' talks with tho Khedive,
of their friendship and loans Egypt was occupied in 1882. Egypt borrowed
money. During the reign of Ismail she was forced to sell her shares for
£S 4>000,000 and England bought them. Khedive Ismail was obliged to pay to
Britain 5^ of the profits of tho Company which he had relinquished - more than
£4 million. In other words, Britain obtained 44 per cent of tho shares for
nothing.

"¥ould history repeat itself by treachery and deceit? Would exploitation
and economic domination destroy our political freedom? Never, never, my
countrymen. Wo are not repeating the tragedies of the past. We are
eradicating the traces of the evils of the past. We are rebuilding and
reconstructing our country.

/"Tho
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"The Suea Canal is an Egyptian Canal buila following great sacrifices.
The Suez Canal Company is an Egyptian company in which our rights were
usurped by the British, who since the canal was dug, have been obtaining
the profits of this company.

"And yet the Suez Canal Company is an Egyptian point stock company,
The Revenue of the Canal is -SE.35 millions or 100 million dollars. From
this sum Egypt - which lost 120,000 workers in digging the Canal - takes
one million pounds or 3 million dollars from the Company wtiwh was
established according to the Firman (decree,) for the sake of Egypt's
interest and naturally, the Revenue should go to them.

'Cancel Past*

"It is a shame that the blood of peoples be sucked, and it is no
shame that I should attempt to get aid for the sake of my country.

"We will not allots the past to be repeated again, but we will cancel
the past by restoring our rights in the Suez Canal.

"The Canal is the property of Egypt, and the Company is an Egyptian
joint stock company. The Canal was dug 'by Egyptians, and in the course
of digging 120.000 Egyptian workers died. This Company, which, has its
headquarters in Paris is usurped. When Black came to us, he was like
De Lesseps.

"We will build the High Dam, and we wall obtain our rights. _ We _ will
build it as we wish, and we are determined to do so. The £E 35 millions
which the Suez Canal Company collects each year, will be collected by us,
the 100 million dollars will be collected by us for the benefit of Egypt.

"When we build the High Dam, we will be building the dam of prestige,
freedom and dignity, and we will be putting an end to the dams of humiliation.
We announce that the whole of Egypt is one united national bloc. We will
fight to the last drop of our blood like SalafaMustafa and Mustafa Hafez for
the sake of our Motherland.

"We will not fear warmongers and we will rely on ourselves and our
own blood. We were lenient about our right;, but those rights will be
restored by us step by step, and we will build a strong Arab-Egypt,

"Today, I signed the following Law, and the Government hag approved
the Law.

•The President then read the full text of the Law concerning the
nationalisation of the Suez Canal Company.(our telegram No.1278 of July

'Strong Basis.*

The President, then continued his speech.

He said:

We"We will not allow imperialism and oppressors to dominate us.

/and
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its supporters. The Canal was 'built for the sake of Egypt 'but it was
ource of exploitation. There is no shame in being poor, but io IB a

shame to suck blood.

"Today we restore those rights, and I declare in the name of the
that we will protect those rights with our "blood and soul.

e Sue, Canal was one of the edifices of oppression, Now our funds
are coming -back to ud, and our rights are restored to us.

"The revenue of the Suez Canal is £B 35 millions or 100 million Collars,
and conseqSntly -e have no need to wait for the American assistance which
amounted only to $70 millions,

n^^^^^*will increase production despite aTL conspiracies.

"Whenever a statement emanates from Washington, I will tell them
'die oFyo^rfury.' They do not want us to be an industrial country
so that their trade may j&ot stagnate.

-I have never seen any American aid abated towards industrialisation.
All American aids were meant as a means of exploitation.

"Todav we feel much stronger and that we have might, faith and
ereater will. By restoring the Canal to Egypt, we remerdber the

shss * siuiarruys.^ rstK

-
"At the moment, some of your brethren, the sons of EgyPt,

"May God bless you and guide you to the path of righteousness."
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he would b© able to uun th© Canal«

out th© irapfoteaieBts which will to®

antJ finance tils £i|UG million plans for a

High Bara* VI® was placing on. the esiotioos of

his audience as faeist orators a^e obliges to

do* Bat Ills rash act has struct a beavy blow at

the eiMfciit wortb-ioess of his <$0unt?yf whioh

neefiea foreign inveattnent* Unless he

restore lgypt*s credit his seiaa.se of th©

Canal Is more lieialf to bring hardship than

benefit to th© Egyptian people* fo» i'«gfp'lfs

awn i'esosireess with or without the Canal,

not stiff ice to feeep hey people r«3 ua<3
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August 14, 1956

Section 1

THE LONDON CONFERENCE ON THE SUEZ CANAL

Speedi by the Right Hon. Selwyn Lloyd, M.P., Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs, on August 14, 1956

I want to talk to you about the
conference which is to begin in London
next Thursday. C) The representatives of
twenty-two nations are meeting because
Colonel Nasser has seized control of the
Suez Canal.

It is a very serious situation. I do not
want to sound alarmist but a threat to the
Suez Canal is a threat to the life and
strength of Britain and of Western Europe
on the one side and to the countries of Asia
on the other. It also deeply affects the
United States of America.

We in Britain know that Colonel Nasser's
action is a breach of international law.
Many of you heard Mr. Menzies last night
dealing so clearly with its illegality. The
Suez Canal Company is not just an
Egyptian company. It is, it is true,
technically registered in Egypt, but in a
matter of this sort we have to look at the
substance, not the technicalities. The
substance of the matter is that the company
is international. It was formed for an
international purpose; it is internationally
owned: its administration is centred
outside Egypt. The Egyptian Government
has always before accepted the position
that Egyptian domestic law only applies by
consent to the constitution and powers of
the company. A company possessing such
an international character cannot lawfully
be " nationalised " in the way in which that
has been done. Further to that, a contract
with such a company cannot be broken by
one party to it. This company held a
concession from the Egyptian Government.
At the end of this, in 1968, the canal itself
and some, not all, of the company's assets
would have reverted to Egypt. That
concession was solemnly reaffirmed by
Colonel Nasser as recently as June of this
year. His action therefore in seizing the
canal is a breach of the terms of the
concession and involves the breaking of his
own word.

What I have said applies to what has
happened in regard to this particular
company. I am not denying the right of
countries to nationalise domestic industries
or services. Provided there is no illegality
about it, countries can nationalise what they
please, but this act of nationalisation is
unlawful for the reasons I have stated. It
strikes at the rule of law between nations.

Faced with this situation, Her Majesty's
Government's policy has been clear from
the beginning. As the Prime Minister
said in the House of Commons on July 30,
the unfettered control by one Power of this
international waterway cannot be accepted.
From the first the Government has sought
an international solution, arrived at by
international discussion. On Sunday,
July 29, when first I met representatives of
the French and United States Governments,
I put to them our view that there should be
an international conference to deal with this
matter. It was not an idea forced upon us
in any way. The other two Governments
readily agreed.

At the conference proposals will be put
forward that an international authority for
the canal should be set up. The purposes
and functions of that authority should be
to take over the operation of the canal to
ensure the efficient functioning of the canal
as a free, open and secure international
waterway; to ensure to Egypt an equitable
return; to arrange for the payment of fair
compensation to the Suez Canal Company,
In our view the authority should consist of
a Council of Administration drawn from
those Powers chiefly interested in the canal
and it should have under it the necessary
technical, working and administrative
organs. In all this there would be an
important role to be played by Egyptians
and the Egyptian Government. These
proposals were discussed by me with
Mr. Dulles and M. Pineau at the tripartite
meetings the week before last. There is no

(*) Broadcast on August 14.
213—45
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disagreement between the three of us about
them. They were sent, over a week ago, to
all the Governments invited to the
conference.

I believe that this idea of an international
authority to control an international
waterway is in the true interests of all those
concerned and commands the approval of
an overwhelming majority, of thinking
people. It is interesting to remember that
in 1946 the Soviet Union declared itself in
favour of the principle of international
control of the Suez Canal, The idea that
just because the canal passes through
Egyptian territory such an international
authority would infringe Egyptian
sovereignty bears no relation to modern
ideas of what sovereignty really is.

The primary task of the conference will
be to express its opinion upon our
proposals. We regret very much that
Colonel Nasser is not sending a repre-
sentative who could have put forward his
point of view. We made it clear that
acceptance of the invitation did not
presuppose acceptance of our main
contention. I hope that even yet the
Egyptian Government may see fit to enter
into an agreement along the lines which I
have indicated.

In the Spirit of the Charter
You may ask, how did we decide upon

the countries to be invited to the London
Conference? It was not easy to draw the
line. But eventually we decided to ask the
eight parties to the 1888 Convention,
together with eight more countries owning
the largest tonnage of shipping which goes
through the canal, and a further eight
countries whose pattern of trade is most
vitally affected by transit through the canal.
It is not necessarily a bad idea to talk
matters over with the people who are most
interested. The list includes Egypt, the
Soviet Union and other countries whose
views probably are not the same as our
own We have acted and intend to act in
the spirit of the Charter of the United
Nations. The method by which we have
chosen to proceed is directly in accordance
with Article 33 of the Charter. It has
always been in our thoughts that there
should be some link between the inter-
national authority which we propose and
the United Nations. It has also been our
intention to give Parliament an early chance
to discuss the results of the conference.

The allegation has been made that the
conference is being held under the threat

by us to use force. As to that, I ask you
to consider for a moment the methods by
which Colonel Nasser chose to carry out
his unlawful act. He announced it at the
end of an angry speech directed against the
Western Powers and made in a fit of temper
because he was not to get from the United
States and ourselves the money which he
wanted to build the Aswan Dam. He took
action without previous consultation of any
sort or kind with the company itself. He
did not consult other parties to the
Convention of 1888. He did not consult
any of the Arab States. He treated them
like satellites. He promised to pay
compensation to the shareholders, but he
did not indicate whence it would come. He
said he would divert the revenues of the
canal to build the Aswan Dam. Finally, he
included in his decree of nationalisation an
article ordering the employees of the
company—many of them British—to stay
at work under the threat of arrest and
imprisonment if they did not. Troops were
moved in to seize the property of the Canal
Company. He had already then mobilised
about 75 per cent, of his armed forces. He
has gone further since. That is what he has
done, by way of force and the threat of
force. We have 13,000 British nationals in
Egypt. We have a base operated by British
civilians containing valuable equipment.
Many of our ships use the canal. In these
conditions we should be lacking in our duty
if we did not take elementary military
precautions to safeguard British interests
effectively should the need arise. That of
course means having some forces available
in the Mediterranean. These military
precautions are not inconsistent with the
Charter of the United Nations.

We have to remember that the present
ruler of Egypt is a military dictator. He
played a leading part in overthrowing the
Egyptian monarchy by a military coup.
He removed his own leader, General
Neguib, by similar methods. He now rules
supreme. He can change his mind
overnight. He can denounce an inter-
national agreement or imprison a British
subject according to his mood of the
moment. He maintains himself in power
by methods so well known to us from what
happened in certain countries in the
inter-war years.

We have tried hard to promote better
relations with him. He said if only we
could settle the Sudan problem that would
lead to better relations. We made an
agreement by which Egypt abandoned her
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claim to the sovereignty of the Sudan and
the way was open to Sudanese indepen-
dence. But our relations with Egypt did
not improve. Colonel Nasser then said if
only we could settle the problem of the base
that would lead to better relations. We did
settle the problem of the base but the better
relations did not come.

Now he has committed this act, not only
an unlawful one, but also an act of defiance,
a deliberate challenge made without regard
to the interests of his fellow Arab States or
of the under-developed countries. The
great need of such countries at the present
time is foreign capital. It is obvious that
the blow to confidence administered by
Colonel Nasser will make it much more
difficult for under-developed countries to
obtain such capital. His action, whatever
the outcome of our conference, will damage
the material prospects of countless millions
living in poorer countries.

We in our time have done much to create
and help Arab nationalism. Our record in
Iraq, Jordan, the Sudan and Libya proves
that fact. Colonel Nasser is misusing Arab
nationalism to further his own ambitions.
I read the other day a little book which he
wrote about his revolution. Like other
dictators before him he reveals on paper
the pattern of his thoughts and ambitions.
The three stages are clear. First, control of
the Arab States and the oil. Second,
control of the whole of Africa. Finally,
control of all the Moslems throughout the
world. Running through the book is the
theme " Who is the hero who will achieve all
this? " I think we can guess his answer.
And that is the problem with which we are
faced. These thoughts, these actions are
all too similar to what we saw happen
between the wars with other dictators.

I believe that there have been three
critical times for us in the past ten years.
First, there was the threat to Berlin in

1948, which was defeated by the Berlin air
lift Secondly, there was the Communist
aggression in Korea in 1950. That was
repelled by force of arms. The third threat,
and, in my view, the most serious of all for
us in Britain, is this act of aggression against
this great international waterway. The
strength and prosperity of much of the
world depends upon it. For us it is a
question of our national livelihood, jobs,
standard of living, and position in the world.

It is a deliberate challenge. All our
friends in the Middle East are watching to
see how we meet it. Although, having
made his coup, Colonel Nasser's language
is now milder and he makes all sorts of
promises about how well he is going to
behave in the future, that again is
according to the pattern. I believe we have
to take counsel from our past experience.
If he is not checked now, what will his next
step be? We have to be resolute in this
situation. We must not permit the right of
free passage through the canal to depend
upon the transient impulses of a single
military dictator.

Seeking a Peaceful Solution
Therefore I say to you—the rule of law

must prevail. We are not bellicose—neither
the British Government nor the British
people. With Britain force is always the
last resort. We shall work with all our
power for a peaceful solution, but that
solution must include some form of inter-
national control for this essential waterway.
We are not seeking British control—we are
seeking international control. We want a
plan which will take full account of the
legitimate—I repeat, legitimate—require-
ments of Egypt. We want to preserve the
rights of the users of the canal. To achieve
such a solution is the task which faces the
collective wisdom of the statesmen gathering
in London this week.
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Suez Canal.
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Sir Francis Wylie

'Sir A. Cadogan

Lord Hanteey

-Sir T.Harrison Hughes.

Sir W. Gurrie

Sir l.Ieath Eves

M. J. George8-Picot«

The Secretary of State said .that he was

Secretary of State

Mr. Dodds Parker

Mr. Ross

Mr. Watson

Mr. Brenehley

Mr. Proctor
(Ministry of Transport)

anxious to keep in close touch with the

Company's thinking and was therefore

particularly grateful to the British

Directors and to M, , Georges-Pieot for corning

to the meeting, ,

2. The first question on which he would like

their views was that of the future of the
V.

Suez Canal Gompany* 1,M*G. were th^iing on

the lines of a two-tier structure, namely

an international body* to control policy and

under that an operating agency. Wliether the

latter should be the present Suejs Canal

Company in some form or other o:r a different

body was a matter on which H.M.G. had not yet

formed a view*

3* Lord lankey pointed out that the Suez

Canal Convention of 1888 (Article

had made provision for a two-tier structure

of this kind, though the controlling body,

consisting of the representatives in Cairo

of the signatory powers,, had

from" IT.M.Jl^lfLbeen a dead letter, le .g

'Tfnvitation to the @ov etf Anvil ted-^

»Suea Canal conference the phrase "to

establish operating arrangements under an

/international
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international system designed to ensure the

continuity of operation of the Canal .as

guaranteed by the Convention of October 29, 188

consistently with legitimate Egyptian interests
,

For that reason he believed tha i the
operating agentsy mentioned by the Secretary of i>tate

should be the existing Company*

4. !il™2®£E^e«2z£i£S^ said that the French Directors

of the Corapauy ,had discussed this*point with tho
JM*w f̂ 9 ofou*

/ Foreign Q££f&&yesterday* They had
* ' (^

that there were tw© possible groups ©f
,,->,^\

solutions. The first of these.WM£*» leave feot
A*

policy and operation of the Canal to a modified form

of the present Company. De Lesseps had intend

the Company to fee a raootJEZiiitruly international

one but for< historical reasons it had become in
*^<%&ty&KAj|r

practice Franco-British. It MiW be possible

ffliiiii'i'i^iiMiihMiMbgi' & to restore it more nearly to t
t. - fe • -

original conception,

(a) /n Egyptian element;

(b) y^Pranee-Sritish element;

(c) /n element representing the other powers

most concerned with the operation o,f tiie Cjanal*

Company «e -̂t̂ o**±«d coullfl carry

z
u
OS.

X

Z

z
UJ

-

LU

X

oz

task of forming policy m* and operating the

Canal, without loss of continuity, u^de^ a new Larter which

would supersede the 1888 Convention. The qhartjer should

contain guarantees for the Company against undi

interfereitee by Egypt and .might provide for duejs to be

divided between Egypt, the shareholders af the

present Company and the new modified Company.

second group of solutions possible wo|id
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involve a division of function, in which there

might be not two elements as suggested by the

Secretary of State but four. These would be

(a) a purely Egyptian Company owning the

physical assets such as land, buildings,

etc. | . .-, •

(b) an international body to control policy;

(c) the present Company in liquidation, which

would receive a proportion of the dues as

compensation to the existing shareholders^
« A

(d) an Operating company again of a

tripartite nature, containing representatives

O f ! . • ,. ' . . • . . . ' . • . . ; .

(1) .Egypt

(ii) France and

(iii) The other major maritime powers.

6, From the Company's point of view, the first

group of solutions was preferable,out he could

see that a solution on the lines of the second

group was quite possible provided that the

pr e se nt c orapany receivedade qua te c orape n s at i on

and that its staff were properly represented

in the new operating company,

7. The Seefcfeary of State pointed out that the

second of the four elements in the second group

of solutions mentioned by M. Georges-Picot wpa^,

noV parallel^ in the organisation which . ,

had been formed in Iran as a successor to the

Anglo-Iranian-'Oil Co.. He. SMriMMftHM* $«W*sL

that the K££KK& fact that the present Company

had had only 12 more years to run to some extent

raaueed its bargaining power in respect of the

new organisation which might be evolved. It was

worth giving up something in return for a

longer term of existence.
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8. The Seeretary of jSj^ate theft ' asfced what

was the present position about the Company's

employees in %ppt. M.__g^rg£g:-gicot replied

that the position was not very satisfactory.

At the request of the British a$d French

Governments, the Company had deferred'*giving

orders for the repatriation1of its non-ifeyptian

employees in Bgppt but this position could not

be held for very long. The new Egyptian Cw**̂
'fint.h^T'tfy w k 4 i n i i Ii-rirrTBmmrsmtamffiffi

rapidly coming into being in Isma0.ia,a»*»~

MtenaM'nsfaor-t^H^

jjjffiĵ E3 -̂Tm.Q£-.-̂ G.OP !̂PLQ'] (^^,^3mmmm^-^Q^^^~^^^^- & l̂lwliQlr̂ Tr---̂ ^™« îffeL*Qal11*

HajaaJL. There were rumours^which he himself

believed, of the Egyptians engaging Danube

pilots from Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia etc.

If the- Canal Company haeJ called its non-Egyptiai

employees away from Sgypt iiamediately

nationalisation was announcedi the Canal would

have come to a standstill. This was still

the ease if orders for repatriation were given

now but as th© weefcs went by it would be

progressively less true, and there was an

increasing danger that a smaller, number of the

employees, would obey such orders.

9. _^e :Seegetar^_pjr_Statg-.'.pointed out that"̂ STis
.M.G. ,4MHtfa kkfo shareholder in the Company,

X ^u^j&j^^
ould not dissociate itself from^the Company fscould

orders to its employees There had been good

the Canalreasons for

and he was sure that .the .present

underemployees!policy of

dures-s was right for the time beings. He

hoped that this position could be held for, say]

another fortnight. jl._Geogges--Pieot. said

/that
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Conference, provided that

lv drag on rtrrtr n fo? i»
Or^^^lJ^^ several weeks. ^

+hthen mentioned the

had

inimediately.
«tlKaiBBiaWME°?1^lBitM^«^^
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hadlagreed to this and the Company was
^»

attempting to make similar arrangements in the

U.S. if it succeeded there it would try to

extend the system to other countries.
sai<3 that the Company was

the disposal of H.M.G., as of the

French Government, for any studies which might

be required in connexion with the conference.

..The Company was naturally anxious to know as, soon

as possible W which of the two possible,.

lines of solution which he had outlined l.M.G.

and, the French Government

.. , . .. .

Whatever agency was entrusted with the

operation of the Canal would need not only

technicteBs^such as pilots and engirieers^but

also the% Companys planning staff. The latter
a ^ferf* r&ttM ^ *Jfr 4t^ ' «. V"? SL^.^

,and it would tafce two or three years to

build up a new planning staff to replace it

adequately.

16. e C t a r f S b a t e said that there were

two documents which the Company might provide

which would be very helpful to him during the

conference, not so much for use in plenary

session as in private conversation with <4WA

-sMMMriHMMMft delegates. The first was the

Company's legal case for considering

nationalisation of the Coraabny invalid. The

second was a brief statement of , the Company's

plans for development afl the Cana^, drawn up
9\f

so as to show that the Canal, sofar from being

capital-producing, was a capital"—

demanding asset. £^£ewges-Picot^agreed to

/provide
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POo1671/81/56

BBITISH EMBASSY,
TEHRABT,

August 15, 1956.

Dear Department,

Before leaving Tehran for the London
Conference, Dr. Ardalan the Iranian Foreign
Minister made the following statement to the
press :.-

2. "The viewpoint of the Iranian Government
is that the guarantee of free passage in the
Suez Canal must be entrusted to an international
authority. Our attitude was laid down by
His Imperial Majesty the Shah in the course of
meetings which I had with him this morning in
the presence of the Prime Minister, Mr. Ala."

3. Asked about the Iragi attitude,
Dr. Ardalan said that Iraq, was free to act as
she wished and her attitude could not harm the
Bagdad Pact which was not concerned with this
dispute*

4» In reply to questions. Dr. Ardalan
said that the Iranian Government respected the
principle of the nationalisation of the Sn&z
Ganal as being based on the sovereign rights
of the Egyptian people, and supported Sgypt
accordingly; as, however, Iran was one of the
countries which made considerable use of the
Suez Ganal and as Iranian oil went to world
markets by this channel, Iran was actively
concerned in ensuring free passage*

5. Dr. Ardalan added that Iran had always
been and remained opposed to the use of any kind
of pressure or intimidation in the solution of
international problems which might be resolved
by friendly contacts and discussions.

6, The main point of interest in all this
lies of course in Br. Ardalanfs statement that
Iran's policy had been laid down by the Shah.

Yours
PRESS

Information Policy Department,
Foreign Office,

London, S. W. 1.
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CypberAJTP

• Sir H* Trevelyan

August 18, 1956

. U07 p.m..-t tgus -18, 1956
R, 6.25 P*m. -Angust 18, 1956

Paris

telegram Jfo 2W8:
of the Suez Oanal.

Article oa

. gam^

Ball text sent by tag last night.. fy

been overcome by negotiation,

ss s .•3SJS
of telegram Kb. '1330._ f t ; < ,

Pass to Washington and Parl, as my Saving

Nos. 325 and 401.

[Repeated Saving to Washington and Paris].

.

777777?
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Sir H. Trevelyea
: 1629

August 18, 1956.

PRIORITY

B; "10.15 p,». 18, 1956.
R: 1.44 a.a» August 19, 1956.

i..Off leg IM J...6i9,M..Ms3it M,

Sundty T corrospoD&tnt ttlis mt that h« fBqtiirei. In
©f ills Interview with last sigtit («n*th««reeerd

result «f which wlll.be p^llstiet wliat Wtsser's
'reaetlou was. to Sal«h Sal«*s that is eireat »f
Western attack Canal would be itstrtytl.

2» lasser lit net etmeial his dlapHeasnre at
(see also IB this comexloD sy Chancery letter

U21 V111/56 by t»nlght'« "bag) but
iisa^tw thti. When whethei* hi
Canal wai an Egyptian national asset, fat inquired wbether

Delilah and Indicated by
hi would pull down the
his own head*

that If attacked
of tbi aoust ©n

Foreign Office please Sating It Paris and' Washington
as my ttiegrams Kos: 229 and 328*

[Repeated Saving to Paris and ttshltigtsii]

JJJJJ


